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DIGITEC MEDICAL CORPORATION INTRODUCES DIGITECNOTES
Unique Multi-Media Guides Show Customers How to Perform
Maintenance and Repairs on Mammography Equipment and Parts
LAWRENCEVILLE, GA, (May 15, 2007) – Digitec Medical Corporation, a leading after-market,
medical equipment company focused on mammography (www.digitecmedical.com), has introduced
an exclusive new tool for customers. Called DigiTecNotes, these computer-based modules function
as how-to maintenance and repair guides, taking users through the process at hand step by step.
No other mammography company offers this type of resource.
“We developed DigiTecNotes in response to customer requests for information,” notes
Digitec president James McGinty. “We noticed that many engineers and technicians had similar
questions on specific equipment or parts. So each DigiTecNote is designed to address a certain
task, whether it’s repair, maintenance, or a routine calibration.”
The modules are easy to follow, and use a combination of photography, video, narration,
on-screen text, and graphics to guide the user through the procedure. “It’s very easy. You can stop
the module, replay parts you need to review, or pause it to take a closer look at a diagram or a
photograph,” McGinty explained.
The benefits of having DigiTecNotes on-hand are many. Not only can they save money on
service calls and decrease machine down time by allowing users to fix problems themselves in less
time, but the modules can also be used to educate staff on proper maintenance procedures, and
refresh knowledge as needed.
Two DigiTecNotes, “Lorad MIV Compression Force Calibration” and “Lorad MIV
Compression Thickness Display Calibration” are available now. At least five more are planned, with
subsequent additions to the library to come. An online preview is posted at
www.digitecmedical.com.
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ABOUT DIGITEC MEDICAL CORPORATION
Based in Lawrenceville, GA, Digitec Medical Service Corporation is an after-market medical
equipment company focused exclusively on mammography sales, service, parts, support, and
training. The company was founded in 1982 as a sales and service organization focusing on breast
imaging. Initially, Digitec constructed women's health centers throughout the southeastern United
States, managing the complete project from concept and architect design to equipment installation.
In the early 1990s, Digitec shifted its focus to refurbishing mammography systems and
selling replacement parts. For many years, Digitec was one of the largest distributors of the
Ausonics line of breast imaging systems. Today, the company sells and services systems by GE,
Lorad, Philips, Siemens, Fischer, Instrumentarium, and many others.
Digitec has historically played a leading role in the improvement of mammography through
the introduction of several upgrade kits. These have included compression system enhancements
for the GE 600T Senix, Picker Sureview, Acoma/Ausonics and Toshiba systems. Additionally, they
have developed improvements for phototiming, image resolution, and buckys.
Digitec can be found online at www.digitecmedical.com. The company can also be reached
at 1.800.DIGITEC.

